Version 3.8 Bug Fixes

Thanks to the great feedback we have received from our users, we were able to squash a few bugs in the last few weeks which are now available in your system.

Initial Schedule

Part of the new updates was to insert an initial schedule for every open day. Previously the system entered the name of the employee who admitted the patient. With this update the logged in user who admits the patient will no longer show as the signer of the initial schedule. The initial schedule will be notated with "System" as the initial schedule when generated.

Additional Right: Sign Daily Schedule

It was brought to our attention that once a patient has a reduction of take-home privileges the new schedule will require the signature of the doctor. To facilitate this, we have added to your rights configurations to allow you to select the roles that are allowed to sign off on schedule changes back to a daily window dose schedule. Initially, we are checking this off for all roles, as that is the current function in MethodOne. This allows us to assist you in the transition away from our old methodology. However, if you want your doctor to sign off on schedules that return you to daily window doses, visit the role configuration and uncheck the option in the rights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sign Daily Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employees with this enabled will have the ability to sign off on schedules that will return the patient to a daily schedule when they currently have take homes. If this is not enabled, the schedule will need to be signed by an employee with the right to sign off on schedules.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Missing Menus

Since this last round of updates, we have had an increase in calls of users logging in and not having their menu options load. Typically logging out and back in was solving this in most cases. We reworked some of the login code to mitigate this issue.

Report Updates

The previous category of Patient Waste and Other/Office Waste now appear as Patient Unusable and Office Unusable. With this change, all medication dispensed using the redose function is considered and documented as Patient Unusable. Office Unusable is any inventory amount that has been removed from the system using the Unusable function in Inventory Management. Inventory Reports have been updated with the word changes as well.

Additional Pump

If you use an automatic pump, you will notice a new pump in the drop-down menu. Digispense 10 and the Digispense 1000 both appear in the pump menu. If you have the newer version from Digispense, please be sure that you are selecting the Digispense 1000. If you have had your Digispense and never had issues in MethodOne, you now need to select the Digispense 10.

AWOL Followup

In the version 3.8 Updates, we added a feature that when you set your AWOL stops, it would add those patients into the AWOL Followup immediately so calls can be made on the first day of missed doses. It came to our attention that this new function was duplicating patients that had missed multiple days. This has been corrected and the patients will only show once. Additionally, if an AWOL stop is placed for today and the patient does get dosed, they will not appear.

Labs Panels

We found there was a problem if you added an additional test result after filling out a panel. This has been resolved and will save properly.